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FOR~iARD 
This thesis is one of two completed at the Utah State 
Agricultural Gollege in 1948-49, which deals ,."lth the problem 
of teacher sup)ly and demand in Utah. Originally, one 
student proposed to make such a study covering all the teach-
ers of the state. llfnen the study \1aS set up in a preliminary 
form, it was suggested by the committee that the area be 
divided so ti1at two studies would result, one dealing with 
elementary teachers and the other with secondary teachers. 
Though the studies covered different phases of teacher 
supply and demand, the problem, the need for the studies, the 
delimitations and the procedure seemed the same. Index sheets 
providing information on both elementary and secondary teach-
ers were formulated and sent to the school districts to facili-
tate obtaining the data needed for the studies. This procedure 
required close cooperation between the writers of the two 
studies and consequently, \~lith committee approval, the first 
section of each study is similar. 
This study CQuld not have been possible "lithout the help 
and assistance of many persons. Sincere thanks are extended 
to the Utah superintendents who supplied information necessary 
for this study. Dr. John C. Carlisle gave valuable assistance 
and guidance throughout the study. The writer \'lfishes to ack-
nowledge all constructive criticism from the members of his 
committee: Dean Ethelyn O. Greaves, Dean Carlton Culmsee, 
Dean E. A. Jacobsen, Dr. L. G. Noble, Dr. R. W. Roskelley, 
Professor Dee A. Broadbent, and N. Blaine 1,Tinters. Apprecia-
tion is expressed to Professor Bliss Crandall for his help 
in tabulating results. The writer is indebted to his wife, 
Lucile Sperry, for her clerical assistance and constant 
encouragement which made this study possible. 
CHAPTER I 
NATURE AND SCOPE OF T,HE STUDY 
During the years of irvforld 'lIar II the faculties of the 
public schools in Utah as well as in the rest of the nation 
were depleted to a serious extent, and enrollment in teacher 
tra.ining institutions throughout the country decreased. Be-
cause of this condition the State Department of Education in 
Utah as well as in other states was forced to issue letters 
of authorization to teachers who could not meet standard 
certification requirements in order to staff the schools. 
~1any of these teachers are still teaching in the schools 
today_ 
A study of the history of education in the United states 
and in the state of Utah shows repeated periods of "shortage" 
and It surplus lt in the supply of teachers avei lable for ,,,,ark 
in the public schools. During prosperous years such as were 
experienced during and since ivorld 11far II there seems to 
have been a shortage in properly trained teachers. Teachers 
who joined the armed services combined ",ri th those who left 
their pOSitions to take jobs where the salaries were better 
account for this initial shortage. At the present time when 
economic conditions appear to be Ifleveling offtl, the supply 
of teachers seems more nearly to meet the demand or in some 
cases to exceed it. In times of depression the supply has 
appeared conSistently to exceed the demand. 
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Ralph McDonald, Executive Secretary of the National 
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, 
stated that "One of the most vexing problems of American 
education 1s that of relating the supply of teacher to the 
demand. The schools of the nation have experienced alter-
nate periods of great over-supply and crucial shortage of 
certified teachers. At practically no time in recent his-
tory has there existed even momentarily a balanced relation-
ship between-the nUtllber of positions and the number of avail-
able teachers. lI He further stated that "both the imbalance 
itself and the apathy with respect to it have arisen largely 
because, of the absence of authentic data regarding either 
supply or demand. ff It is, therefore, pertinent that this 
problem should be continuously studied in every state in the 
Union. 
1- Maul, Ray G. Teacher Supply and Demand in the United 
States. Nat'l. Commission on Teacher Education and 
Professional Standards. Report for 1948. 
THE PHOEL~ 
The purpose of this study is to obtain information 
regarding the supply and demand for secondary teachers in 
the state of Utah for the ten year period 1946-1956. An 
attempt will be made to answer the following questions: 
vfas progress made during the three year period (1946-1949) 
~ 
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assuming that the number of teaching positions remained the 
same? If advances were made, how long will it take to 
equalize supply and demand by 1956, how much of an increase 
in the supply of secondary teachers will be needed by 19561 
Due to the large demand for such types of secondary certified 
teachers as: home economics, womens physical education, and 
english, how long will it take for these special fields to 
equalize supply and demand. From available evidenc on chang-
ing demand from increased population and possible decrease 
in class Size, how much of an increase in the supply of 
teachers will be needed by 1956? 
Only the supply and demand for secondary teachers will 
be dealt with in this study. The supply and demand of 
elementary teachers is treated in another study that is being 
done in conjunction ,.,1 th this one. 2 
2- Jackson, Arthur D. Supply and Demand of Elementary School 
Teachers in Utah. Master's Thesis. (unpublished) 1949. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
For a clear understanding of the discussion a knowledge 
of the following terms 1s essential. 
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1. The term f'supplyll is used to des1gnate the number 
of teachers who had completed the requirements for a certifi-
cate in the state of Utah, and who were for the period.s indi-
cated in the study either: (1) employed by one of the 40 
districts in the state of Utah, or (2) having completed 
certification requirements, 'vere assumed to be available for 
employment. 
2. The term "demand tt is used to designate any existing 
vacancy that made it necessary to hire a tea.cher who the 
preceding year did not teach in the district. 
3. The term "teacher" indicates any classroom teacher 
or principa 1 employed in the dlstri ete of Utah. 
4. The term "turn over" 1s used only for changes 
involving those persons teaching in a district who were not 
in that distriot the previous year. A teacher who has trans-
ferred within the district 1s not included in the turnover. 
It does include, however, those teachers who were just out 
of college wi th no pr evious experience and also tho se who 
came from another state. 
5. An "authorized teacher n is any teacher who hes not 
completed the requirements for a standard certificate but 
had been granted permission to teach. There are two types of 
authorizations included in this term. First, the individual 
letter of authorization giyen the person "."ho has 150 quarter. 
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hours or over of professional training. Secondly, the 
temporary letter of authorization which grants the districts 
the right to employ a person until a better qualified teacher 
is available. 
6. The term "life certificate" is used to designate 
those persons who until 1934 ,,,,ere issued hiEn school diplomas 
or grammar grade school diplomas which by provision of law 
gave the holder thereof a license for life to teach in the 
public schools of the state of Utah, unless such license 
be revoked for cause. In order to keep this diploma in force, 
the holder cannot let any five consecutive years elapse with-
out his being employed in the public schools. Once revoked 
this life certificate cannot be renewed. He can however, 
obtain a regular certificate when qualified. 
7. The term "secondary teacher u refers to any teacher 
employed in the public schools of the state of Utah teaching 
grades seven thro-ugh t''lelve where the 6-3-3 or 6-6 plan is 
adopted, and to any teacher te:~-chlng grades nine through 
twelve where the 8-4 plan is used. 
8. The term "secondary certificatetl refers to the 
certificate issued by the state to teachers filling state 
requirements for teaching in grades six through twelve. 
6 
NEED FOR THE STUDY 
In the state of Utah during the school year 1947-48, 
there were 4,957 teachers employed in the public schools. 
Of this number 1,390 were teaching ''''lthout a state certlfi-
cate. 3 During the school year 1948-49, 5,234 were employed 
and of this number 1,586 did not meet the requirements for 
state certificatlon.4 Those teachers who were teaching 
without a state certificate were either authorized or held 
a life diploma. In 1947-48, 983 held life diplomas and in 
1948-49 there '.~ere 939 holders of life certificates. 
The state Department of Public Instruction, represent-
ing the people of the state, is vitally concerned with de-
creasing the number of individuals teaching without a oe1"'-
tlficate. It must al't .... rays be concerned wi th the availability 
of professionally qualified teachers. The Utah Education 
Association is also greatly concerned with these matters, 
both from the point of view of the personal and professional 
welfare of the teachers now in the profession, and from the 
point of view of the educational welfare of the people of the 
state. 
The six teacher-training institutions in the state should 
have timely information regarding the demand for teachers 
3- N. Blaine l.'linters. Preliminary Report on Status of Utah 
Teaching Personnel, State of Utah Department of Public 
Instruction, Teacher Personnel Division, January, 1948. 
4- N. Blaine 'r,l!inters. Preliminary Report 2..!! StE~tus of Utah 
Teaching Personnel. State of Utah Department of Public 
Instruction, Teacher Personnel Division. March, 1949. 
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which they are training, and the grade levels and subject 
matter at which this demand exists. ~'!ithout this information 
they cannot intelligently advise their students of the 
opportunities and demands existing in the field to Nhich they 
are devoting their efforts. It is wasteful, both to the 
prospective teacher and to the state, if institutions train 
students for positions which do not exist. The failure to 
train the type and kind of teachers needed by the state is 
equally serious, since this forces the district superinten-
dents to go outside of the state to secure teachers for 
these pOSitions. If this is not done these administrators 
are compelled to employ inadequately trained teachers, or in 
the case of some high schools, to abandon departments of 
instruction where teachers are not available. 
(f) )( Improvement in educati()!1,?-l standards depends to a great 
... ~~~ ~ .......... ~ ........ ~ ................. =-,,-.,,-, •.. ~.," .. " ~ - -. -.. - ... 
extent upon the supply and demand of professionally trained 
teacher~c.)( In order for the state department of public in-
struction and teacher training institutions of the state of 
Utah to ca.rry out intelligent action programs, it is necessa.ry 
that they have current information and lOrlgr,anese estimates 
of teacher supply and demand. 
DELIMITATIONS 
1. This study deals with the supply and demand of 
secondary teachers only. As previously stated the supply 
of and demand for elementary teachers is treated in another 
study being made in conjunction with this one. 
2. The study begins with the school year 1946-47 and 
deals directly with school years 1947-48 and 1948-49. The 
estimate for future needs ends with the year 1956. 
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3. The superintendent of the San Juan district mis-
placed the index sheets sent him. Since these were individual 
analysis sheets for every transfer in the district it was 
impossible to check the record and make up new ones in time 
to be included in this study. Therefore, all the data pre-
sented in the study 1s based on 39 of the 40 school districts 
in Utah. The school enrollment in San Juan district represents 
only .54% of the total enrollment in the state. 
4. The certification qualifications for those teachers 
leaving positions in 1946-47 1s not given in this study. 
This information was not obtainable from the Sta.te Department 
of public Instruction. It is given, however, for the other 
years that are considered herein. 
PROCEDURE 
The first phase of this study was to make an analysis 
of the annual vacancies occurring within the public schools 
of the state and to survey the quallfica.tions of teachers 
selected to fill the positions. The following procedure 
was used: The 1947-48 utah Public School Directory was 
checked against the 1946-47 directory to determine changes 
in teacher personnel in public schools. The names of teach-
ers entering or leaving the district ,.,rere then entered on a 
master sheet in a.lphabetical order according to district so 
that teachers transferring from school to schoOl within the 
district cou Id be eliminat sd from the study. These teachers 
were still employed within the district and therefore would 
not affect supply or demand. A questionnaire or index sheet 
was prepared for all teachers leaving the fi eld and for 
9 
those entering the profession for the school yea.r 1947-48. 
Then the 1948-49 directory was checked against the 1947-48 
directory to ascertain teacher turnover for the school year 
1947-48. The same procedure was followed to determine teach-
er~ entering the profession for the school year 1948-49. The 
degree of certification of each teacher was checked through 
the State Department of Public Instruction in Salt Lake City. 
An index sheet was made for ea.ch teacher entering or 
leaving the profession during the three year period. Inform-
ation included on the index sheet at this time included: 
1. the teacher's name, 2. sex, 3. teaching field, i. e., 
kindergarten, element~ry, or secondary, 4. certification, 
5. secondary subject matter taught, 6. school district, 
and 7. year teacher left or entered the district. These 
sheets with the above information were assembled according 
to school district and sent or taken to the superintendent 
of schoolS for each district. 
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Index sheets were taken personally to the following 
districts: Alpine, Beaver, Box Elder, Cache, Carbon, Davis, 
Garfield , Granite, Iron, Jordan, Juab, Millard., Norgan, 
Nebo, North Sanpete, SeVier, South Sanpete, Tooele, ~eber, 
Salt lake City, Ogden, Provo, Logan, and Hurray. To those 
remote areas with smaller teacher turnover the index sheets 
were mailed. A letter of instruction was sent with all the 
sheets. A copy of this letter is included in the appendix 
along with a copy of the index sheet and all correspondence 
concerning the study. 
The questions asked on the index sheet of the superin-
tendents were objective. The questionnaires were arranged so 
as to require a minimum amount of subjective judgment and 
writing. Several possible answers to each question were 
listed and the cJdministrator was usually E'csked to indicate 
the correct response by means of a single ma.rk. A blank was 
,provided for notes on exceptional cases. 
Information asked of the district superintendent about 
his teachers included: 
A. Reason for leaving the pOSition such as: 1. trans-
ferred to another school district, 2. no contract 
11 
offered, 3. married and quit, 4. illness, 5. retired, 
6. entered other occupation, 7. deceased, 8. leave 
of absence, and 9. other reasons. 
B. Source of new teacher. For instance, 1. other 
district, 2. out of state, 3. teacher re-employed, 
4. letter of authorization, and 5. direct from 
college. 
C. From what college or university did the teacher 
graduate or attend? 
D. ~~1hat degree does the tea.cher hold, if any? 
Information on the completed index sheets was then trans-
ferred to tabulation mctchine cards. The information was then 
tabulated on an I. B.l',~. machine. All the charts and data in 
this study are ba.sed on the results of this tabulation, and 
from the information from the original master sheets showing 
teacher turnover in each district. 
In order to obtain information concerning the future 
policies of teacher training institutions, letters were sent 
to the following universities and colleges in Utah training 
certified teachers, Utah State Agricultural College, Univer-
sity of Utah, Brigham Young University, Branch Agricultural 
College, Westminister College, and Saint Mary t s-of-the-l,~asatch. 
A check list was included describing methods which might be 
used for enrolling students in the teaching profession. 
These suggested policies varied from one extreme to the other: 
1. \1'ill actively seek to enroll as many students as possible 
in the school of education, 2. ~:,J'ill encourage any students 
12 
who seek our advice to enroll in the school of education, 
3. 1"[111 enroll only those who have, on their own choice, 
elected to enter the school of education, 4. Will operate on 
a selective system of a.dmission to the teacher training 
curricula and will admit all tho se 1-iho meet the crt teria 
set up, regardless of whether this increases or decreases 
the numbers over previous years, 5. vIil1 seek to reduce the 
number of persons enrolling in the school, 6. We are in favor 
of beginning now to set up a Uquota system" for the determina-
tion of the number of teachers each of the higher institutions 
in the state i8 to prepare for certification, 7. other, 
(comment) • 
It was essential to secure information concerning the 
retirement rate and the total number of teachers who will 
retire from the profession in the ten year period 1946-56, 
to obtain a more accurate picture of the future need for 
teachers. Statistics concerning teacher retirement were 
seoured·from Ray Lillywhite, Chairman of the Utah Teachers 
Retirement Board. 
In order to predict the future need for teachers, an 
estimated trend of school enrollment up to and including the 
year 1956 was procured from the State Department of Public 
Instruction. 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS STUDIES IN TEACHER SUPPLY AJ\TD DElv1AND 
X' The first attempt at a scientific study of teacher 
sup~ply and demand ,..,as made in 1926 by R. B. Buckingham in 
Ohio. 5YHis work is particularly important because of the 
techniques he employed in obtaining facts concerning supply 
and demand. He showed the need for careful studies of 
teacher supply and. demand throughout the country as •• ,.."el1 as 
. . . 
. , 
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in the state of Ohio. He indicated that it is n~~ suf;Clcient 
. . .. 
. - . . . 
.. .- . .,.-' 
to state that there is an over-supply or under-s~~~y·Qf 
....... ' .. . 
. .. .. . 
teachers, since there might be an over-supply in n~ber9· 
..... . ... 
. .-. . . 
. -.. . . but a decided deficiency in a certain field. : • •• 
.. -.. 
Innumerable similar studies have been made since the 
Buckingham study was published. It should be understood 
that the supply and demand for teachers varies so greatly 
among the different stetes that a general comparison of 
states is almost impossible. Therefore, only those studies 
that seem to have had significant bearing upon teacher 
supply and demand in the state of Utah were reviewed and the 
pertinent findings from two of these are considered below. 
A study of teacher supply and demand in the United 
States, sponsored by the National Commission on Teacher 
5- Buckingham, R. B. Supply and Demand in Teacher Training, 
Bureau-of Educational Research Monographs, No.4, Page 1. 
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Education and Professional Standards, and directed by Dr. 
Ray G. Maul, Dean of the State Teachers College, Emporia, 
Kansas, \'ias made in 1948.6 Dr. Maul requested that the chief 
certification officer in each st~te department of education 
submit a standard inquiry form to each college in the state 
offering programs of study through '''hich students could 
quali fy for standard certifica.tes a .. ccording to the require-
ments of the state. The number of students who had met 
requirements in 1941, 1945, 1947, and those who were expected 
to meet requirements in 1948 were reported by the colleges. 
The year 1941 was chosen for comparison with post-war years 
because it represented a typical pre-war year. These reports 
were then compiled in each state office and a state report 
concerning "supply of teachers u was submitted to Dr. Maul. 
This state report contained such information as was 
available concerning 1. emergency teachers, 2. total teachers 
in serVice, 3. number of persons leaving positions within 
a state, 4. prospects for over-supply of teachers and 5. 
salaries. 
A summary of his findings on the secondary level are 
as folloY'oTs: 
1. Although a majority of the state department of 
education authorities foreea the necessi ty of 
6- Maul, Ray G. Teacher Supply an~ Demand in the United 
States. Nat'l. Commission on Teacher Education and 
Professional Standards. Report for 1948. 
issuing emergency high school certificates for 
1948-49, it is evident that the disappearance 
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of the emergency high school teacher is very near. 
Most state authorities believe the l1censing of 
sub-standard h1gh school teachers will be necessary 
next year in only a few of the teaching fields. 
2. Increased postwar college enrollments closely 
parallel the 'increase 1n number of college students 
1n preparation for high school teaching. The total 
number of 1948 college graduates who can qualify 
for standard high school certificates will exceed 
the number so qualifying in 1941. 
3. Although greatly increased numbers of college 
students are entering preparation for high school 
teaching, there is a notable lack of balance in 
the distribution of these college students among 
the various high school teaching fields. Postwar 
college ,students are following the familiar prewar 
pattern in which a very large percentage of in-
tending teachers concentrated in a few fields. 
This pOints to an early over-supply in these fields 
while shortages continue to exist in other fields. 
4. It is evident that supply has already achieved 
balance 'tll th demand in certain high school teach-
ing fie Ids. 
5. Present trends show clearly that the colleges will 
very shortly produce an over-supply of gra.duates 
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qualifying for standard high school certificates 
who \'iill seek teaching eml)loyment in certain fields. 
6. It is inevitable that an unmeasured over-supply of 
candidates for a certain type of teaching position 
will induce keen competition with resulting decreases 
in salaries. It seems fair to assume that the whole 
salary structure of the teaching profession may be 
endangered through production of candidates meeting 
standard degree requirements in certain teaching 
fields. 
7. There is almost complete lack of information con-
cerning the actual 11 demand II for high school teachers 
as measured by the number of persons who enter teach-
ing service at the beginning of a school year and 
who 'vere not the preceding year in teaching service 
anywhere. 
8. It i·s evident that soundly conceived guidance pro-
grams are not in operation in a vast majority of 
the colleges in which students qualify for standard 
high school teaching certificates. Perhaps the 
eff·ective development of such guidance programs 
depends upon (a) the assembling of more accurate 
information concerning fldemand fI for high school 
te8,chers than is now available, and (b) courageous 
and farsighted leadership on the part of college 
authorities in developing effective programs of 
selective admission and selective retention in 
17 
teacher-education curriculwns. 
9. Despite evid.ence of a rapidly increasing supply 
of high school teachers, little progress has been 
made in relieving overcrowded conditions, improving 
tenure, relating salary schedules to qualifications, 
and establishing retirement provisions, all of 
which are considered to be necessary factors in 
stab1lizing the tea.ching profession. 
Since the above summary shows that the Maul study is in 
many ways a thorough one, the question naturally arises as 
to why any further study was undertaken. Actually items 
"7" and "8a ll in the above, \fhich together wi th other con-
siderations previously indicated, made it obvious that in-
dividual state studies were needed to fill the gap_ 
N. Bla ine i-linters, Director 0 f the Teacher Personnel 
Div·lalon of the state of Utah Department of Public Instruc-
tion, compiled a preliminary report on the status of Utah 
teaching personnel to March 17, 1949. The following find-
ings were made in respect to secondary teachers. Of the 
2,366 secondary school teachers in Utah .72 percent had 
from 0 to 45 quarter hours of college training, 1.06 percent 
had 45 to 90 quarter hours, .68 percent had 90 to 135 quarter 
hours, 3.42 percent had 135 to 180 quarter hours, and 94.12 
percent had 180 quarter hours or over of training. There 
were 407 teachers employed in 1947-48 who did not teach the 
previous year. In 1948-49 as reported by this stud.y there 
were 302 new teachers employed. 
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The reasons teaohers left their positions in Utah schools 
for the years 1941-42, 1943-44 and 1947-48 were given. How-
ever, a distinction was not made between elementary and 
secondary teachers. 
High sohool certificates were issued to 33 out of state 
residents in 1943-44, 44 in 1945-46 and 64 in 1947-48. 
There were 140 certificates issued in 19409-49 to sec.ondary 
teachers who served on letters of authorization during 1947-
48. The follo'~ring comparison was made of secondary teachers 
teaching on letters of authorization for the years 1947-48 
and 1948-49, a s of r"~arch 17, 1949. In the year 1947 -48 there 
was a total of 2,252 secondary tee.chers, of this number 345 
were authorized. In 1948-49 there are 2,325 teachers and of 
this number 294 are authorized. This is an indication of 
the progress being made 1·1ith respect to having all teachers 
certified in the state of Utah. 
Presented in statistical and tabular form, the 1~linters 
report is indeed a commendable state publication. Neverthe-
less it was felt that because of the lack of differentiation 
between secondary and elementary teachers, because the report 
is not based on a study of each individual teacher, and be-
cause it covers one year only no attempt being made to predict 
future needs, therefore, a further study was justified. 
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CHAPTER III 
INFORMATION REGARDING- TEACHERS LEAVING POSITIONS 
In order to obtain an over-all picture of the supply 
and demand. for secondary school teachers in the state of 
Utah, the turnover in thirty-nine of the forty districts 
was determined. The index sheets for San Juan County were 
lost by the school district and therefore are not included 
in the study. 
The results shown in table I present the total turn-
over of secondary school teacher~ in Utah for the years 
1946 to 1949 classified by district and a.ccording to sex. 
The fo1lo,,,lng findings seem to be pertinent to this study. 
In 1946-47 there ,,vas a total of 2,179 secondary school 
teachers in the state of Utah. That year a total of 321 
secondary teB.chers left their posi tiona or 15 percent of the 
total number of secondary teachers employed ",,1 thin the state. 
The turnover in county districts was greater than in the city 
districts. Of the 1,489 teachers employed in the county 
districts during 1946-47, 245, or 16 percent left their 
positions. In the city districts a total of 681 were employed 
and of this number 76 teachers, or 11 percent, left their 
teaching positions. 
There 1s no general understanding among school author-
i ties of the state of Utah as to "-".That constitutes an ideal 
teacher turnover in the state or individual school district. 
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TABLE I 
TURNOVER OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN UTAH FOR THE YEARS 
1946 TO ,1949 CLASSIFIED INTO DISTRICT AND SEX 
Total No. Left Entered Left Entered District Employed 1946 1947-48 1947-48 1949 1946 
M F M F M F M F 
A1J21ri.e 91 3 4 6 5 6 6 10 ~ 
Beaver 29 0 4 5 5 4 4 5 2 
Eox Elder 72 3 0 10 8 9 5 7 0 
Cache 70 1+ 8 0 8 5 4 b 7+ 
Oarbon 96 10 12 14 11 10 5 13 3 
Daf3Sett 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Davis 80 3 5 10 5 9 5 10 b 
Duchesne 23 9 10 12 8 5 10 11 12 
Emery" 18 3 3 3 ~ 2 0 ~ 
Garfield 17 2 1 7 1 1 3 8 2 
Grand 10 2 1 3 2 1 2 3 2 
Granite 185 7 12 . 11 13 14 8 18 10 
Iron 40 4 5 4 0 2 7 2 9 Jordan 120 3 10 6 11 1 4 7 2 
Juab 17 1 3 2 1 2;: 2 3 
Kane 10 5 3 2 1 2 1 1;: 
Millard 34 4 5 9 9 2 3 2 3 
MorBan 15 3 3 1 1 
Nebo 93 0 8 9 10 7 S 10 8 
North San:Qete 40 9 3 8 6 1 3 3 2 
North Summit 14 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 
Park CitY.. 8 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 
Plute 8 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 
Rich S 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 
San Juan 17 not r~orted 
Sevier 59 3 5 3 5 3 (5 (5 4 
South Sanpete 39 4 3 5 8 2 5 1 4 
South Summl t 13 1 1 2 2 
Tlntio 10 2 1 2 2 2 
Tooele 41 2 5 9 3 5 S- 11 7 
Ulntah 34 3 6 3 0 4 4 9 5 
t~asatch 21 3 5 4 1 2 1 2 
W'ashlngton 59 2 S 3 12 2;: 9 7 7 
~'Va;yne 11 1 1 2 2 
W'eber 77 2 0 10 7 8 9 13 4 
Co. Dists. Total 1498 98 147 181 172 117 137 186 131 
Ogden 149 4 10 8 8 3 8 5 10 
Provo 71 7 1;: 5 8 2 11 6 10 
L05an 54 b 5 7 5 2 5 1 3 
Murray" 25 3 2 4 3 5 0 7 5 
Salt Lake 382 13 22 18 32 11 25 14 18 
-
City Dlsts. Total 681 33 43 42 56 23 55 33 46 
Grand Total 2179 131 190 223 228 140 192 219 177 
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No one knows what the percent of teacher turnover should be, 
but it 1s generally assumed that it should be kept as low 
as possible. 
Regardless of the above analysis the problem of the 
districts within the state was to obtain replacements for 
these teachers. Columns 5 and 6 show how thi s worked out 
in 1947-48. It 1s evident that an increa.se of teachers ltlaS 
needed, because new additions of men totaled 223, whereas 
the number leaving the year previous was 131. New additions 
of women teachers totaled 228 as against 190 who had left. 
On a percentage basis there was an increase of 70 percent male 
teachers entering 1947-48 over those le8.v1ng in. 1946-47. 
For the same time the increase in females was 20 percent. 
The source of these teachers, their educational train-
ing, and their certification status is shown in later tables. 
The next two columns, 6 and 7, show the number of 
teachers who left their positions in 1947-48. Again it will 
be noted that most of these were women. 
Replacements for 1948-49 called for still more teachers, 
in fact the percentage of increase ,~as a.gain greater than 
that of the previous year. There was an increased percentage 
of male secondary teachers of 56 percent over those leaving 
in 1947-48. vfuereas there was a decrease of 27 percent 
female teachers. This indicates that male teachers are 
increa.sing at faster rate by percentage than are female 
teachers in the secondary grades. 
Before turning to an analysis of the problem of replacements 
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for teachers, a consideration of why teachers left their 
positions seems pertinent. Table II ShO"iS the reasons given 
for the \'rithdrawals of the 321 teachers in 1946-47. Table 
III shows similar information for those 332 teachers who left 
in 1947-48, together with information concerning their 
certification status. It will be recalled that the information 
concerning reasons for leaving was obtained from each district 
superintendent. The information concerning certification 
status was obtained by checking the records of each individual 
teacher in the files of the State Department of Public 
Ins true t ion. 
It will be noted in table II that of the nlne rea.sons 
listed for teachers leaving their positions in 1946-47, 77 
teachers, or 40 percent, are listed under "married and qult. u 
Of this group of teachers, 76 are women and 1 man. ff~~arried 
and quit" ,comprises the largest single reason for women 
leaving the profession. 
The main causes for ma.le teachers leaving teachlng 
positions were tftransferred to other dlstrict tt and "entered 
other occupatlon." Of the total 131 male teachers leaving 
during this period, 78, or 60 percent, left because of these 
two reasons. 
It should be noted that for the following year, 1947-48 
(see table II I), the main causes for both male and female 
teachers leav'lng positions coincided with figures for 1946-47. 
Of the fema Ie tea.chers, 21 peroent left due to marriage and 
53 percent of the men left due to "transferred to other 
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TABLE II 
REASONS TEArJl-f':'RS U:FT THEIR POSITIONS IN 1946-47 IN UTlhq 
SEGREGATED INTO MALE AND FEMALE 
Total Reason Male Female Leaving Percent 
Married and quit 1 77 78 24.30 
Transferred to other district 46 29 75 23.36 
Entered other occupation 32 19 51 15.89 
Other 23 27 50 15.58 
No contract offered 14 16 30 9.34 
Retired 9 6 15 4.67 
Illness 1 9 10 3.12 
Leave of absence 3 7 10 3.12 
Deceased 2 2 .63 
Total Leaving 131 190 
Grand total 321 
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TABLE III 
REASONS TEACHERS lEFT POSITIONS IN 1947-48 SEGREGATED BY 
SEX. AND CERTIFICATION QUALI FIOAT IONS 
Male Female 
Reason Cert. Auth. Life Cert. Auth. Life Tot- % 
Cert. Cert. als 
Transferred to 
othe r di strict 29 5 2 21 7 1 65 19.58 
No contract 4 8 4 7 23 6.92 offered 
Married and quit 2 43 25 1 71 21.39 
Illness 3 1 1 6 11 3.31 
Retired 2 5 2 3 5 17 5.12 
Entered other 22 13 3 10 10 1 59 17.77 occupation 
Deceased 4 2 2 8 2.41 
Leave of absence 8 2 6 2 18 5.42 
Other 16 7 1 21 13 2 60 18.07 
Total Leaving 90 36 14 115 67 10 
Grand Total 140 192 
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dlstr1ct U and "entered other occupation. tI 
Female teachers are respons1ble for Hotherfl and "illness" 
rank1ng as high as they do. Actually, many superintendents 
checked these two reasons when a teacher quit because of 
pregnancy. It was reported that this was a rna,jor reason 
for women leaving positions. In future studies of this 
nature it might be advisable to list pregnancy as a major 
reason. 
Another main caus e for tea.chers leaving their positions 
in 1946-47 was uno contract offered. lI Thirty teachers, or 
about 10 percent, left for this reason. During the year 
1947-48, 23 teachers, or 7 percent, of the total left for 
this cause. 
This reason is broken down into 11 of the most frequent 
dismissal causes in table IV. This information was compiled 
by Sidney S. ~flyatt (quoted by his permis sion), who 1s now 
\vorking on his :r.~raster t s study. It sho\vstha t between the 
years 1943 to 1947 the major cause for dismissal among Utah 
teachers was uinefficiency.u Other major factors which 
contri buted to dismissal were: "emotional instability", 
"1aeking in professional conduct ft , "1mmora11 tyU, '11nsubor-
dlnatlon fl , and II pro fessional relationship. tI 'vi th a more 
extensive guidance program in the universi ties and colleges 
training teachers, these causes for dismissal among Utah 
teachers should be greatly reduced. 
The turnover among the districts of the state was found 
by tracing each individual teBocher reported by the superintendent 
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TABU£ IV 
FREQUENCY OF DISTJ1ISSAL '~:AUSES 1943-47 
Causes 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 Total 
Inefficiency 11 10 13 17 22 73 
Insubordination 0 0 1 4 1 6 
Immorality 4 4 0 0 0 8 
Personal Habits 2 0 0 1 0 3 
Professional Relation- 0 1 0 1 3 5 ships 
Lack of Dependability 0 2 0 1 1 4 
Emotional Instability 2 4 1 2 2 11 
Lacking in professional 
1 1 2 3 3 10 conduct 
Failure to observe 0 0 0 4 0 4 terms of contract 
Repri sals 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Other 3 0 0 0 4 7 
Total 23 22 18 33 36 132 
* Table prepared by Sydney S. '~yatt 
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as transferring to another district in 1946-47 and in 1947-
48. This 1s shown in te~bles V and VI where the turnover 
1s classifIed into district transferred from and district 
entered. 
V~ny of the teachers reported as transferring to another 
district or entering from another district could not be traced. 
Apparently they did not teach the follo'ving year they were 
reported as transferring to another district or did not teach 
the year prior to being reported as entering from another 
district. These teachers may have transferred to school 
districts outside the state. 
Previous charts have sho\\rrl teacher turnover by districts. 
Tables VIr and VIII show the number of teachers leaving 
positions in each field for the years 1946-47 and 1947-48. 
Classification of teacher turnover according to subject matter 
diVision seems to be the next logical step. Teachers'trained 
in one specialized field, such as music, biology, or physics, 
cannot easily change from one subject to another when positions 
become filled in their teaching subject. The supply must be 
made to meet the demand in specialized fields. 
Reports obtained from superintendents show in this study 
that many teachers in the county schools teach a combination 
of subjects. Some teachers teach as many as four or five 
different subjects. To tabulate the information it was 
necessary in some cases to arbitrarily give a teacher a major 
field. For instance, foreign language teachers who also 
teach EnglIsh are listed as English teachers. There is a 
*
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column on tables VII and VIII for speech. Many English 
teaohers al·so teach speech and are listed under English. 
Only those teachers teaching the subject exclusively are 
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1i sted under speech. The pattern used for classifying teach-
ers as to subject taught was taken from the Ray C. Maul study. 
In 1946-47, the teaohing field shovllng the highest rate 
of turnover was home economics with 55 teachers leaving 
jobs. This was 18 percent of the total number of teachers 
leaving for the year. The next hignest subjects were English 
and sooial science, with 15 percent and 11 percent of teacher 
turnover respectively. 
According to table VIr the number of physical education 
teachers appears to be higher than for any other subject. 
However, this includes both women's physical education and 
men's physical education. Information as to sex of teachers 
was not available for 1946-47 but 'alas obtained for the 
following years. Other charts in this series have there-
fore two physical edtlcation fields. 
Several subjects had few teachers leave pOSitions in 
1946-47. These were biology, art, speech, chemistry, and 
phYSiCS. Combined total in percentage for these five fields 
was 5 percent. 
For the following year, 1947-48, the highest teacher 
loss was in English, followed by home economics and men's 
phYSical education. English had an increase of from 48 to 
72 teacher loss, or a loss of 22 percent of total teachers 
leaving. ,The lowest turnover occured in biology, chemistry, 
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TABLE VII 
UTAH SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERq LEAVING DISTRICTS DURING 1946-
47, LISTED BY I\!1AJCR TEACHING FIELD 
• 
<D E H • ::s s::1 I7l P-4 • • ~ ~ 0 .p CD eM • eM () ,.... () H ~ ~ C) ,d () ~ ~ () oM g ~'il '<il M Vl r/i Cfl .s:: ~ 0 • Q) .n QS • () () M r-t 
.p orf (J) • r-I a ~ r-f • M ..cl ..... • • CD CD as t7J H a eo .p 0 ,0> hO ~ ,0 +l OJ! UJ 0 <D ..cl .p 
eM to ,0 t: H or-! ..c1 0 ~ G> eM as :;j ~ 0 ~ ...., 0 A ,< t:c1 ,H c::x: :p:.) ,0 10 0 ...:I ::;! ~ ..0 rI.1 Cf) 0 E-! g,. 
1 1 3 2 1 7 
2 1 2 1 2 2 2 10 
3 2 2 1 1 3 9 
4 2} 2 1 -2 3 12 
5 1 1 1 2 2 8 1 1 4 1 22 
0 1 1 
7 1 1 1 2 2 1 8 
8 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 1 1 19 
9 1 2 3 
10 1 1 1 3 
11 1 1 1 3 
12 2 5 2 1 1 1 b 1 19 
13 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 9 
14 2 1 1 5 2 2 13 
15 1 1 
- IE) 2 1 2 5 
17 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 9 
IS 1 2 3 
19 5 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 14 
20 1 2 1 b 2 12 
21 1 1 
22 1 1 
23 2 2 
24 1 1 2 
25 0 
2b 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 8 
27 1 1 1 1 3 7 
29 1 1 
29 1 1 2 
30 1 1 1 3 1 7 
31 1 1 2 1 2 2 9 
32 1 1 1 3 
33 5 1 1 1 2 10 
34 1 1 2 
35 1 2 1 3 1 8 
30 4 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 15 
37 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 9 
38 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 9 
'9 2 1 2 2 I 8 40 2 3 1 1 5 2 1 2{: 2 5 9 35 
Tot. 8 55 16 9 3 1 18 48 15 10 17 17 61 35 3 5 321 
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TABLE VIII 
UTAH SECONDJ..RY TEA,]HERS LEAVING Dr STRIC'llS DURING 1947-48 
LISTED BY ].ffiJ OR IrEACHING FIELD 
• • Q) f>., • f.£t H • ..cl ~ • ~ c Vl ~ • P-i • 
+l +' 0 +l cD .r-I • ..-I 
0 r-I () ~l j» ~ (,) .0 0 ~ Il-i til 0 ~ ~ P:1 <11 bO H I7J rI) .. CI). ;:t () 0 • CD ..-I m 0 D'l ~ () M M +J orf CD • M a ~ r-I • H .!:I .,-I - • (J) Q) as m H a ro ..., 0 <D bO P ,0 .p OJ s:: a () (1) ,d +J 
..-I b.O 0 P H .r-I 6 0 ~ CD ·rt as ~ Q) 0 0 P4 +l 0 A -< ::q H . <It :j:Q 0 CJ I-l ~ ~ ~ en 'CIl 0 :-t 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 12 
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 8 
3 3 2 2 4 1 1 1 14 
4 1 2 1 3 1 1 9 
5 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 15 6 1 1 
7 3 1 1 b 1 1 1 14 
a 1 3 2 1 1 4 2 1 15 
9 1 1 1 1 1 5 
10 1 1 1 1 -.~ 
11 1 1 1 3 
12 2 2 1 1 b 3 2 3 1 1 22 
13 1 1 2 3 1 1 9 
14 1 1 1 1 1 5 
15 1 1 2 1 5 
10 1 1 1 3 
17 1 1 '1 1 1 5 
18 1 1 
19 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 15 
20 1 1 1 3 
21 1 1 1 3 
22 1 1 1 3 
23 1 1 2 
24 1 1 1 :2 25 0 
2b 1 2 1 2 2 1 
....2 
27 2 1 1 2 1 Z 
28 1 1 2 
29 1 1 2 
30 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 13 
31 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 
32 1 2 :2 
33 1 5 1 3 1 2 12 
34 0 
35 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 17 
30 2 (5 1 1 1 11 
37 3 1 4 1 1 10 
38 2 1 3 1 1 8 
39 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 11 
40 2 3 5 1 12 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 36 
Tot.1443 14 13 2 2 26 72 10 9 13 26 21 32 17 8 10 332 
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and physics. The teachers filling these positions are shown 
in table XII. 
The total number of teachers leaving positions in 1946-
47 was 321 compared to 332 who left.in 1947-48. The pattern 
for both years seems similar though there are slight changes 
in some fields. 
From the offices of the State Teachers Retirement Board 
information was accumulated on the total number of teachers 
retiring each year from 1937-38 to 1945-46. From 1945-46 
to 1947-48 information was also available but included in 
the retirement list vTere bus drivers, janitors, lunch super-
visors and other school employees. Since this study is only 
interested in those who are actually engaged in the teaching 
profession, the retirement information from 1945-46 on could 
not be used. 
It should be noted that table IX does not make any 
distinction between secondary and elementary school teachers, 
but gives the state-wide picture on all Utah teachers. How-
ever, table II shows that in 1946-47 the superintendents 
of the 39 school districts reported 15 secondary teachers 
retired, segregated into 9 male and 6 female teachers. 
For the following year 1947-48, table III shows that 7 
male secondary teachers and 10 female teachers retired, or 
a total of 17 secondary teachers. If table IX could be 
segregated into secondary and elementary teachers a similar 
pictur e would. probably be shown. 
Since only 15 teachers, or less than 1 percent, of the 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF TE.i:\CHERS RETIRING 
DURING THE YF~RS 1937-38 TO 1944-45 
Year Male Female Total 
1937-38 6 8 14 
1938-39 11 24 35 
1939-40 16 21 37 
1940-41 11 16 27 
1941-42 15 22 37 
1942-43 10 24- 34 
1943-44 13 21 34 
1944-45 18 24 42 
Mean 12.50 20 32.50 
34 
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2,179 secondary teachers employed in 1946-47 ret1red, retire-
ment would seem to have little effect on teacher supply and 
demand in the state of Utah. 
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CHAPTER IV 
INFORMATION REGARDING TF..L\CHERS ENTERING POSITIONS 
Previous tables and discussions have been mainly con-
cerned with secondary teachers leaving school districts in 
1946-47 and 1947-48. The following material will consider 
secondary teachers entering school districts and the sources, 
college preparation, teaching subjects and certifica.tion of 
these new teachers. 
Table X shows the number and sources of secondary teach-
ers entering the school systems of Utah during 1947-48. 
Nearly 50 percent of the male teachers accepting positions 
in 1947-48 came directly from college. The same was true of 
female teachers. Of the total 451 teachers entering districts 
in this year, 113 women, or 25 percent,and 110 men, or 24 
percent, came directly from college preparation. The second 
highest source of teachers for this year was those obtained 
from other districts within the state. Forty-three men, or 
19 percent, and 34 women, or 15 percent, transferred from 
one distriot to another. 
The number of teachers reemployed after absence from 
the teaching profession is surprisingly high. Fifteen percent 
of the men and 15 percent of the women were reemployed. 
Possible explanations for these percentages are: the severe 
shortage of secondary teachers prompted rehiring retired 
teachers, the return of a few teaohers from war industries 
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TABLE X 
SOURCES OF SECONDARY TEACHERS ENTERING SCHC'OL SYSTEM OF UTAH 
DURING 1947-48 AND 1948-49 
1947-48 1948-49 
Source M F Total M F Total % % 
Other District 43 34 17.00 51 47 25.00 
Out of State 18 31 11.00 18 13 8.00 
Teacher Re-employed 33 34 15.00 15 21 9.00 
Letter of Authorization 19 16 8.00 12 13 6.00 
Direct from college 110 113 50.00 123 83 52.00 
Total 223 228 100.00 219 177 100.00 
Grand Total 451 396 
==== 
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and armed services, employ1ng married women with families 
who would have normally been out of the teaching profession, 
and substantial salary increases. 
Teachers obtaining letters of authorization and tea.chers 
from out of state comprised the smallest groups. They were 
8 percent and 11 percent respectively of the total teachers 
entering districts in 1947-48. Durin..&; the fol1o\ilng year, 
1948-49, these same two sources 1i'ere also 10'"'1 ~lith percentages 
of 8 percent for teachers from out of state and 6 percent for 
teachers with letters of authorization. 
Other sources for teachers in 1948-49 showed trends 
similar to those reported for the preceding year. The high-
est number of teachers came directly from colleges. The 
percent of male teachers direct from college increased to 
52 percent of the men teachers entering districts and the 
number of '''lomen employed directly from school remained 
approximately the same. The total number of secondary teach-
ers entering the school systems in 1947-48 was 451 of which 
223 were men and 228 were women. For the following year, 
396 teachers were employed of \~hich 219 were men and 177 \"ere 
women. Fewer teachers entered teaching fields in Utah during 
1948-49 than in 1947-48 and feNer feme.Ie teachers were 
employed. In 1947-48, 49 percent of the total teachers 
entering school systems were men and 50.5 percent were women. 
Fifty-five percent \'rere men and 45 percent were women of 
those teachers entering in 1948-49. 
Of the 451 teachers entering districts in Utah during 
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TABLE XI 
COLLEGE PREFARAT ION O~ SECONDARY TEACHERS ENTERI1JG UTAH IN 
1947-48 AND 1948-49 
---- 1947-48 1948-49 
Preparation Male Female Total Male Female Total % % 
No Degree 20 36 12.40 14 25 9.80 
Bachelor 181 184 81.00 184 145 83.00 
Masters 22 8 6.60 21 7 7.20 
T.otal 223 228 100.00 219 177 100.00 
Grand Total 451 396 
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1947-48, table XI shows 365, or 81 percent, held Pachelor's 
degrees. Of this group 181, or 49.5 percent, were men and 
184, or 50.5 percent were women. In 1948-49, 329 of the 
total 396 teachers entering districts, or 83 percent held 
Bachelor's Degrees. Of this number 184, or 56 percent, were 
men and 145, or 44 percent were women. 
Fifty-six, or 12 percent, of the teachers entering 
districts in 1947-48 held no degree. Of this group 20, or 
36 percent, were men and 36, or 64 percent , "lere women. 
A year later, 39, or 10 percent, held no degree, 14, or 36 
percent, were men and 25, or 64 percent, 'i'ere women in this 
group of teachers. 
The smallest group of teachers entering school districts 
in both 1947 -48 and 1948-49 v'lere thof3e holding Master's 
Degrees. In 1947-48, 30, or 7 percent, held this degree of 
which 22, or 73 percent, were men and 8, or 27 percent, were 
women. The total number of M~aster f s degrees in this group 
were aLTUo st identical for 1948-49. Twenty-eight, or 7 percent, 
held IvIaster I s Degrees, of ~,.,hich 21, or 75 percent, "were men 
and 7, or 25 percent were women. 
There 'vas an obvious decrease in the number of teachers 
holding no degree who entered districts during the year 1948-
49. There was a slight increase in men holding Bachelor's 
Degrees. 
Table XII shows the te~~chers entering school districts 
in 1947-48 according to subject ma.,tter division. A total 
of 451 teachers entered districts during this period. Fields 
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TABLE XII 
UTAH SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS ENfERING DISTRICrrS DURING 
1947-48, LISTED BY MAJOR TEACHEH. FIEID 
• • 
CD ~ Pit H • • • 
.a s:: Vl ~ • ~ P-t • +' 0 +l CD .r-f • • ..-1 
0 M 0 M ~ ~ 0 .d () ~ P-t O'l () 
.r-t ::s r=q ,~ flO ~ Ul a') H 
-
Cf.) 
.g M 0 0 • Q) .r-f cd () fIl s:l ~ 
..., 
-M Q) • r-I a ~ ri • M ..cl -M - CD • CD Q) l1l H S '0 .p 0 Q) bO P ,c .p m s:l S t) CD ~ 
-M bO 0 s:: H '"t"'I -Cl 0 ~ CD OM cd i CD 0 0 PI A ,~ p:: H <t: .j:Q .0 0 ·CJ H .~ ~ :s: 0') '(f,l 0 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
3 7 2 3 2 2 2 
1+ 4 1 1 1 2 1 4 
5 1 2 3 5 3 2 4 2 3 (5 1 1 
7 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 
8 3 3 1 j 1 1 1 2 3 1 4 
9 1 1 1 1 2 
10 1 1 2 1 3 
11 1 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 2 8 1 3 1 1 1 1 4 
13 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
14 1 2 1 1 4 2 2 3 1 
15 2 1 2 
10 1 1 1 1 1 
17 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 Is 1 2 
19 3 2 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 1 
20 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 
21 2 1 1 
22 1 ·1 1 
23 1 1 1 
24 1 1 1 1 1 
25 
2b 2 1 1 2 1 1 
27 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 
28 1 
29 1 1 1 
30 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 
31 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
32 5 1 2 1 
33 5 2 1 1 3 2 1 
34 1 1 
35 2 1 4 2 1 4 2 1 
30 3 1 4 2 2 1 1 2 
37 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
38 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 
39 1 1 2 1 ~ 
40 5 2 5 9 Zj: 1 2 2 3 b 9 1 
Tot.28 58 24 12 3 3 26 72 27 5 22 32 38 35 44 9 12 451 
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showing the largest number of new teachers in ord.er were: 
Engli sh with 72, or 16 percent; home economic s wi th 58, or 
13 percent; social acience with 44, or 10 percent; men's 
phySical education with 38, or 8 percent; women's physical 
education with 35, or 7.7 percent; and music with 32, or 
7 percent. 
Subjects having the smallest number of entering teachers 
were: biOlogy '''11 th 3, or .66 percent; chemistry and physics 
with 3, or .66 percent; library ""lith 5, or 1.1 percent; and 
speech "\r\!ith 9, or 1.9 percent. 
Changes in teachers entering d istri ct s in 1948-49 were 
similar to those shown for 1947-4-8. Though the total number 
of teachers decreased from 451 to 396, the number of English 
teachers entering districts increased to 80, or 20 percent, 
as shown in table XIII. Subjects that also shovled high 
numbers of ney: teachers '''lere: home economics with 43, or 
11 percent; women's physical education with 39, or 10 percent; 
men's phySical education with 35, or 9 percent; ana. music 
with 35, or 8.5 percent. 
Not only were fields with highest n~~bers of teachers 
about the same for both ;}rears, but tilose with lowest numbers 
of new teachers were similar. Chemistry and physics were 
lowest with 2 teachers, or .5 percent, followed by biology 
with 3, or .7 percent, and s~~ech with 4, or .9 percent, of 
the total teachers. 
Table XIV shows certification of the 451 teachers 
entering Utah school districts in 1947-48. The largest 
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TABLE XIII 
UTAH SECONDP .. RY SCHeOL TEACHERS ENTERING DISTRICTS DURING 
1948-49, LI srED BY !VIAJOR TEACHER FIELD 
• • (I) ~ !Xl ~ • • • ~ s:= co Pot • M P-4 • 
..,.:I .p 0 +' Q) ~ • ..... 0 r-I (.) ~ tfj ~ () .cl 0 ~ ~ Ul () ...-I ::s fit < H Ctl co 
-
til 
.g H (.) 0 • CD or! cd 0 OJ 0 ~ 
.p 
..... ID • ,..... a I r-I • H .d oM - 'Q) ~ . CD cD fJ') ~ a "0' .p 0 Q) W !:t .0 .p rn s:: a 0 <D .d oM b:O 0 s::. H .,.... ..cI .~ Q) .,.... at ~ Q) 0 0 p.. .p Q ,< .t:J::: H ,~ p::) 0 '0 c.'J H ;~ .~ ~ 'til a:l '0 
1 2 3 1 b 2 1 2 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
3 4 1 2 3 1 1 1 
4 ,1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2;: 1 
6 1 1 
7 2 1 0 2 3 2 
8 42 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 
9 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
10 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 
-11 1 1 1 1 1 
12 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 1 1 
13 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 14 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 1 
lb"" 2 1 1 1 
17 1 1 1 1 1 
18 1 
19 3 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 
21 ·1 1 
22 1 1 1 
23 1 1 1 
24 1 1 1 1 
25 
20 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 
27 1 1 1 1 1 
2S 1 1 
29 1 1 
30 1 2 1 1 5 2 1 2 1 1 
31 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
32 1 2 
33 1 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 
34 1 1 1 
35 2 4 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 
30 2 7 1 2 3 
37 2 3 1 3 3 3 1 
38 1 1 2 
39 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 
4C) 1 3 1 3 9 2 1 2 1 1 4 4 
Tot.19 43 15 10 3 2 25 80 11 12 25 35 35 39 34 4 4 396 
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TABLE XIV 
C~~TIFICATION OF TEACHERS ENTERING UTAH SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN 
1947-48 CLASSIFIED AS TO SEX 
Certi fled Authorized Life District Male Female Male Female Male Fe;uale 
1 b 3 1 1 
2 5 5 
3 9 5 1 3 4 5 6 1 2 
5 2i 5 10 0 
6 1 1 
7 8 4 2 1 
8 Ie 9 2 3. b 
9 2 1 1 2 
10 6 1 1 
11 1 1 2 1 
12 8 9 3 4 
13 3 4 1 2 
14 3 9 3 2 
15 2 1 1 1 
10 1 2 2 
17 7+ 5 5 3 1 
-ys 3 
19 3 b {) 3 1 
20 4 4 4" 2 
21 1 1 1 1 
22 2 1 
23 2 1 
24 2 2 1 
25 not reDar-ted 
20 3 -4 1 
27 It: 3 1 5 
2S 1 
29 2 1 
30 0 3 3 
31 2 2 1 4 
32 5 2 1 y-
33 2 2 1 10 
34 1 1 
35 8 4 2 3 
3b 5 3 2 5 1 
37 5 8 
38 0 4 1 1 
39 4 2 1 
40 14 20 3 11 1 1 
Total 156 136 63 85 4- 7 
Grand Total 451 
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proportion of these teachers were certified. A total of 
292, or 65 percent, of the teachers ~rere certified. Of these 
156, or 54 percent, were men and 136, or 46 percent ,-(ere 
women. The 138 authorized teachers were 32 percent of the 
total secondary teachers entering for 1947-48. Sixty-three, 
or 14 percent, of this group were men and 85, or 18 percent 
were women. The smallest group of teacher sent ering ~rere 
those holding life certificates. Of the 11, or 2.4 percent 
who were in thks-group, 4, or .88 percent, were men and 7, 
/// 
or 1.5 percent, were female. 
Figures for the following year 1948-49 shown in table 
xv sh01.-l an increase in the number of male certified teachers. 
Of the 396 teachers who entered districts in this year, 272, 
or 69 percent, were certified teachers. Of this number 166, 
or 42 percent, were men and 106, or 27 percent, were women. 
There were 119 aut·horized teachers, or 30 pe,rcent, of 1-.rhich 
51, or 13 percent, were men and 68, or 17 percent, were 
women. This was a slight decrease over figures for the 
preceding year. Only 5 teachers entering ne"'T districts 
during 1948-49 held life certificates. This was 1.2 percent 
of the total. Two, or .5 percent, were men and 3, or .7 
were women. Life certificates have not been issued Since 
1934 and the number of teachers holding them will of course 
continue to diminish. 
Table XVI shows secondary teachers entering Utah dis-
tricts during 1947-48 and 1948-49 classified according to 
authori;:ation and teaching field. These figures sho,,"r the 
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TABLE XV' 
CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS ENTERING UTAH SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN 
1948-49 CLASSIFIED AS TO SEX 
District Certified Authorized Life 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 
1 10 9 
2 2 2 3 
3 4 5 2 1 1 
4 5 3 1 1 
5 9 2 ~ 1 
0 1 1 
7 9 5 1 1 
8 0 3 5 9 
9 4 2 2 
10 5 3 2 
11 2 1 2 
-12 13 (5 4 2{: 1 
13 3 3 b 
14 0 2 1 
15 2 2 1 Ie; 1 2 2 
17 2 2 1 
IS 1 
19 9 0 1 2 
20 1 2 2 
21 1 1 
22 2 2 
23 2 1 
24 1 2 1 
25 not re£2.rted 
20 3 1 3 3 
27 1 2j: 
28 2 
29 2 
30 7 4 4 1 2 
31 7 1 2 4 
32 1 2 
33 b 4 1 3 
34 2 
35 l~ 3 3 1 30 3 1 7 
37 6 8 1 1 
38 3 1 
39 7 2 3 
40 10 12 4 b 
Total 166 106 51 68 2 3 
Grand Total 396 
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TABLE XVI 
SECONDARY TEACHERS ENTE..R.ING UTAH DISTRICTS DURING 1947-48 ,AND 
1948-49, CLASSIFIED AS TO AUTHORIZATION AND TEACHING FIELD 
1947-48 1948-49 
Teaching New Auth- % No. of Auth- % 
Field.s Teachers orized Auth- new orized Author-
orized Teachers ized 
Agriculture 28 10 36.00 19 2 11.00 
Home Econ. 58 22 38.00 43 21 49.00 
Ind. Arts 24 10 42.00 15 7 47.00 
Art 12 3 25.00 10 3 30.00 
Biology 3 1 33.00 3 2 66.00 
Chern. & Phy. 3 1 33.00 2 1 50.00 
Commerce 26 11 42.00 25 10 40.00 
English 72 15 21.00 80 22 27.00 
Gen. SCi. 27 8 30.00 11 3 27.00 
Library 5 1 20.00 12 1 8.00 
Math 22 6 27.00 25 3 12.00 
Music 32 15 47.00 35 15 43.00 
I"~en t s P. E. 38 8 21.00 35 6 17.00 
'!\]ornen f s P. E. 35 15 43.00 39 11 28.00 
Soc. Sci. 44 14 32.00 34 7 21.00 
Speech 9 1 11.00 4 2 50.00 
other 12 4 33.00 4 1 25.00 
Total 451 159 396 117 
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number and percent of teachers ,'Who lack teaching certificates 
and whose position probably should be filled by a teacher 
with more adequate training. In not one field were there 
sufficient certified teachers in 1947-48 or 1948-49. This 
is an integral part of teacher demand in utah. 
It is difficult to judge all subject matter fields 
according to the percentage of authorized teachers entering 
districts in any year. Some subjects with only a few new 
teachers entering showed 50 percent of the total were author-
ized. On the surface this appears a more important figure 
than it is. In 1948,-49 for instance, 3 biology teachers 
entered a.istrlcts, 2 of whom were authorized, making 66 percent 
of the biology teachers authorized. Of the 2 chemistry and 
physics teachers hired 1, or 50 percent was authorized. 
These statistics are Similar for 1947-48 when equally small 
numbers of teachers were oe".,ly employed in thi s field. 
On the other hand a few figures seem significant. In 
1947-48 he'me economics had a total of 58 teachers entering 
districts of which 22, or 38 percent, were authorized. The 
following year of the 43 new teachers 21 were authorized, 
or 49 percent. This is an increase of 11 percent in author-
ized teachers in this field. It appears the supply of 
certified teachers 1s not meeting the demand in home economics. 
Some other subjects show significantly high numbers of 
authorized teachers. In 1947-48 music showed 32 new teachers 
of whom 15, or 47 percent, were authorized and in 1948-49 of 
the 35 teachers ent erlng distri ets 15, or 43 percent were 
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authorized. Of the 26 teachers entering commercial subjects 
in 1947-48, 11 were authorized, or 42 percent. A year later 
25 entered of which 10 were authorized, or 40 percent. 
A few fielcls which showed high percent s of authorized 
teachers during 1947-48 showed a decrease in the number of 
authorized teachers in 1948-49. The percent of authorized 
teachers in agriculture dropped from 36 percent to 11 percent 
in the 2 year period. At the same time mathematics showed 
a decrease from 27 percent to 12 percent and women's physical 
education decreased from 43 percent to 28 percent. Social 
science also showed a smaller proportion of authorized 
teachers. In 1947-48, there were 32 percent of the new 
teachers authorized and in 1948-49, 21 percent were author-
ized. 
Though all subjects do not sho,"! such marked reduction 
in the numbers of authorized teachers, the majority show a 
large enough decrease from 1947-48 to 1948-49 to indicate 
a down\'lard tr'end in. the number of authorized teachers being 
employed. 
Table XVII classifies the 451 teachers entering Utah 
school districts during 1947-48 according to the institution 
in which they obtained their degree or training. Utah State 
Agricultural College trained 142, or 32 percen~ of this number 
• 
82, or 58 percent, were men and 60, or 42 percent, were women. 
Brigham Young Unlv ersi ty ranked second i:~rith 118, or 26 percent, 
of which 59, or 50 percent, were men and 59, or 50 percent 
were women. The University of Utah followed closely with 
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TABLE XVII 
D I ST '~~ I CT S ENTERED BY NE,pl TEACHERS IN 1947-48 CLASSIFIED AS 
TO SCHOOL AND SlI:X 
Schools 
Districts U.S.A.C. U. of U. B. Y. TJ. OtheriE-
M. F. M. F. 14. F. M. F. 
AIEine 1 1 1 4 4 
Beaver 2 1 3 3 1 
Box Elder 9 {) 1 2 
Cache 0 8 
Carbon 4 2 2 2 3 5 7 
DaEi5ett 1 1 
Davis 3 1 0 
--i 1 1 Duchesne b 1 2 1+ 3 
Emer! 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Garrie ld 2 1 5 
Grand 1 2 2 
Granite 3 2 4 10 3 1 1 
Iron 1+ 3 1 2 
Jordan 2 5 1 0 2 1 
Juab 2 2 1 
Kane 1 1 1 1 1 
Millard 4 1 2 4 3 1+ 
Morsan 3 
Nebo 1 7 9 1 1 
North SanEete 3 2 1 2 4 1 1 
North Summit 1 1 1 1 
Park Cit:[ 1 1 1 
Piute 2 1 
Rioh 2 3 
San Juan not reported 
Sevier 1 1 2 3 1 
South San12ete 2 3 2 3 2 1 
South Summit 1 
Tintic 1 1 1 
Tooele 2 2 1 1 1 4 
U1ntah 1 1 1 2 3 1 
1r1asatoh 3 1 2 2 1 
~¥a sh1nSt on 1 2 2 5 5 
~va:y:ne 1 1 
~~!eber b 2 3 3 1 1 1 
°sden 2 3 5 2 1 1 2 
Provo 1 2 2 7 1 
L05an 3 4 1 1 3 
MurraI: 3 2 1 1 
Salt Lake CitI 3 1 10 23 
-±-- 2 4 6 
Total 82 60 48 66 59 59 34 43 
* The six Junior Colleges in the state of Utah and other 
universities and colleges. 
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114, or 25 percent. There were 48 men, or 42 percent, 'and 
66 women, or 58 percent. other schools were represented by 
77 teachers, or 17 percent. Thirty-four of this number, or 
44 percent were men and 43, or 56 pe reent \vertS women. nothern 
schools included the six junior colleges in Utah as well as 
other universities and colleges in the United States. 
The 396 entering districts in 1948-49 are shown in 
table XVIII classified according to the school from which 
they obtained their training. They folIo", the same order 
as the preceding year. Utah State Agricultural Golleg.e 
first with 130 teachers, or 33 percent. Of this total 81, 
or 62 percent, were men and 49, or 38 percent were women. 
The number of men showed an increase of 4 percent over the 
year 1947-48. 
Bri~1.am Young Uni versi ty trained 116 tea.chers, or 29 
percent of whi ch 60, or 52 percent, \vere men a.nd 56, or 48 
percent were women. The University of Utah was third with 
a total of 107 teachers, or 27 percent. Fifty-nine of this 
group, or 55 percent, were male and 48, or 45 percent, were 
women. 
Other schools were responsible for 42 teachers, or 11 
percent.. This number 1vas divided equally among men and ".lomen. 
There was a noticeable decrease in the number of teachers 
from out of stat e and 'vi th only junior co lIege training. 
This is a.n indication that the universities and colleges in 
the state of Utah are meeting the demand of secondary teachers 
more 8~dequately. 
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TABLE XVIII 
DISTRICT ENTERED BY NE~f TEACHEHS IN 1948-49 CIASSIFIED AS 
TO SCHOOL AND SEX 
Schools 
Districts U.S.A.C. U. of U. B. Y. U. Other* 
M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. 
Alpine 3 1 1 7 7 
Beaver 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Box Elder 4 1 1 1 3 2 1 
Cache b 4 
Carbon --0 2 3 5 
Daggett 1 1 
Davis 6 2 4 It: 
Duchesne 4 2 4 2 3 4 4 
Emery 2 1 3 1 1 
Ga.rfield 3 1 3 1 2 
Grand 1 1 1 1 1 
Granite 3 3 9 5 4 1 2 1 
Iron 2 2 1 1 6 
Jordan 1 3 1 2 2 
Juab 1 1 1 1 1 
Kane 1 1 3 
Millard 1 1 1 2 
Morgan 1 
Nebo 2 4 1 6 4 1 
North Sannete 1 2 2 
North Summit 1 1 
Park City 1 1 1 1 
Plute 1 1 1 
Rich 2 1 1 
San Juan not reported 
Sevier 3 2 3 2 
South Sanpete 2 1 2 
South Summit 1 1 
Tintic 1 1 
Tooele 6 5 2 3 2 
Uintah 7 1 2 1 1 2 
Wasatch 1 2 
Washington 3 2 4 3 1 1 
l~ayne 2 
iJ\Teber 7 1 3 3 3 
05den 1 3 2 4 1 1 7 2 
Provo 1 2 1 4 8 
Logan 3 1 
Murral 3 4 4 
Salt Lake City ~2 :; 10 12 1 2 2 
Total 81 49 59 48 60 56 21 21 
* The six Junior Colleges in the state of Utah and other 
liniversities and colleges. 
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The figures show that school districts tend to draw the 
majority of their teachers from the school nearest them. 
Table XVIII shows that for the year 1948-49 Salt lake City 
School District obtained 22 teachers, or 69 percent, from 
the Unlverslty of Utah. Jordan obtained 4 teachers, or 
45 percent, Granite obtained 14 teachers, or 50 percent, 
and Davis obtained 8 teachers, or 50 percent, of their total 
teachers from the same school. A similar picture exists 
in Logan, Cache and Box Elder districts where they hire 
the majority of their teachers from the Utah State Agricult-
ural College. 
Dr. Ray G. Maul t s study of Teacher SUPf)ly and r:'emand 
in the United States for 1948-497 summari zes the need for 
secondary tea,chers 1.n Utah according to subject matter field. 
His estimates are based on information obtained from the 
State Department of Public Instruction. He shows that in 
all fields in 1948-49 there was a demand for 263 secondary 
teachers but that Utah schools trained during that period 
484 secondary teachers. It is evident that the 1u1aul figures 
are approximately correct because detailed analysis8s in-
dicated in table I and subsequent tables in this study show 
that the demand for secondary teachers for this year was 
actually 298. Their appears to be an over-supply of teachers 
i in most general fields, but the surplus is larger in a few 
subjects. Social SCience, men's phYSical education, and 
7- Ray G. i·faul. Teacher Supply and Demand in ~he United 
States. 1949 Report. 
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biology sho1~r the largest over-supply of teachers. This 
same study also shows that in home economics there was a de-
mand as uniformly in most fields as is indicated by the ?!'&ul 
study. The significant percentages of authorized teachers 
still being hired i"lould seem to indicate that there are not 
sufficient numbers of certified teachers available in some 
fields. 
Table XIX gives statistics from the State Department 
of Public Instruction showing the number of students com-
pleting preparation in specific secondary fields in 1947-48 
and 1948-49. These figures indicate that fields already 
apparently over-supplied with teachers will have the largest 
increase in the numl:;er of students completing preparation 
in 1948-49. The ~est example of this is probably social 
science in i~hich 94 students trained in 1947-48. Figures 
for 1948 -1+9 sha"" tha t there 1.vil1 be 102 social science 
teachers available in a field already over-supplied. Similar 
trends are, apparent in men 1 s physical education and biology. 
There seems to be no significant decrease of teachers trained 
in any specific field. 
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TABLE XIX 
STATE DEPARTIvIENT OF EDUCATION COMPOSITE REPORT FOR ALL 
SECONDARY TEACHERS TE.A.INED IN THE STATE OF UTAH 
Type of Preparation 
completed by student 
Agriculture 
Art 
Conunerce 
English 
Foreign Langua.ge 
Home Economics 
Industrial Arts 
Journalism 
Library Science 
Mathematics 
Music 
Physical Ed. (~!en ) 
Physi cal Ed. (1A1omen) 
General Sc ience 
Biology 
Chemistry & Physics 
Social Sciences 
Speech 
Total 
Number or"Students completing 
preparation in the calendar 
year of: 
1948-49 1947-48 
13 19 
17 16 
32 42 
40 38 
8 15 
43 38 
29 16 
3 3 
0 6 
30 20 
26 23 
89 59 
35 28 
2 0 
32 20 
10 9 
102 94 
27 26 
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CHAPTER V 
GR01-'7TH OF SCHOOL POPULATION IN REL.A.TIO~TSHIP 
TO TE.P:.CHER DEl\t:Al'ID 
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It will be recalled that one of the objectives of this 
study was to estimate how much of en increase in supply of 
teachers would be needed by 1956. An estimate on the probable 
need.s of teachers to date has been made by Drayton B. Nuttall, 
Assistant Research Division Director, State Department of 
Public Instructlon. 8 Nuttall estimated Utah secondary school 
enrollment for the following years: 
1947-48 
1951-52 
1956-57 
60,170 
67,830 
75,958 
Figures for the 1947-48 school year are based on school 
census. The number of students predicted for 1951-52 1/1faS 
calculated by starting with the census from 1947 subtracting 
the number of 17 year olds and adding the number of 5 year 
olds for each succeeding y~.r until 1953. After 1953 it 
became necessary to estimate the number of new 6 year olds. 
Thi s \vas done by determ1ning the average armual increase or 
decrease in total school population from 1947 to 1953 and 
assuming that the rate \-lould continue. Ratio of average 
enrollment for years 1935-1947 to average population was 
determined and this ratio was used for estimating school 
8- Nuttall, Drayton B. An Estimate of School Housing Needs 
in Utah School Districts, Research Circular No.5. July 
1948.-
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enrollment in 1951-52 and 1956-57 t thus making adjustment for 
the normal number of school age children not enrolled. 
Fie:ures ",'ere divided into grades 1 through 6, or 6 to 11 years 
inclusive, and grades 7 through 12, or 12 to 17 years inclu-
sive. 
According to the Nuttall estimates of secondary school 
enrollment in Utah for 1951-52, there will be 7,660 more 
students in seoondary schools than in 1947-48. If a ratio of 
25 students for every teacher 1s assumed this would indicate 
a demand for 306 additional teachers.. By 1956-57 secondary 
school population would have increased another 8,128 making 
a demand for 325 new teachers. This would Sh01V a total 
increase of 631 teachers by the school year 1956-57. The 
increase 1s for the entire state of Utah but the demand will 
probably be greater in some districts than others. 
The recently released 1946-48 Utah School Report gives 
62,314 secondary school students. Nuttalls estimate was 
60,170. This sho~rs his estimate was 2,144 students too loW 
or 3.4 percent. If this error is constant his figures should 
be incre8sed 2,306 students for the year 1951-52 and 2,582 for 
the year 1956-57. This ~10uld be an increase of 195 new 
teachers over Nuttalls estlmate of 631 new secondary teachers, 
or a total of 826 new secondary teachers would be needed by 
1956. 
The supply and demand of teachers in Utah elementary 
schools is discussed in anot-her study by Arthur Jackson and 
will not be considered in this discussion exoept as the 
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inorease in the number of elementary pupils will affect 
secondary schools. Statistics reported in ~.[r. Jackson' B 
study sho\v a large increase in birth rate beginning in 1942 
and increasing up until 1948. These students will enter 
secondary schools about 1956. The larger increase in the 
enrollment of the elementary grades serves as a prediction 
of still further increase on the secondary level in the 
years following 1956-57. 
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PRESENT PLANS AND FUTURE POLIC lES OF THE SIX TEACHER TRAINING 
INSTITUTIONS IN THE STATE OF UTAH 
The teacher supply and demand problem in any state 1s 
directly concerned with the plans and policies of the in-
stitutions training teachers in that state. To determine 
the future policies of the six teacher training institutions 
in the state of Utah, letters were sent to the deans of 
education or to the presidents of the institutions request-
ing them to check one or more of six statements that most 
nearly expressed their attitudes and plans for the training 
of prospective teachers. These statements and a summary 
of the replies are shown in table XX. 
In addition to checking the specific responses, each 
institution 'qas asked to list any explanatory comments. The 
following were found to be significant! 
H. Wayne Driggs, Director, School of Education, at the 
Branch Agricultural College, stated that "southern Utah has 
never had an adequate quota of trained elementary teachers 
in the past 50 years." 
A committee has been appointed by Dean John T. ~~lahlquist 
of the University of Utah to investigate the "quota system." 
Dean Reuben D. Law, of the Brigham Young University, 
is quoted as eta ting tba t they Ilvli 11 seek to reduc e the 
number of persons enrolling in the field of secondary teacher 
preparation and to increase the number of capable persons 
enrolling in the field of elementary teacher prepara,tlon. ff 
He further stated that they If\"lill continue to recruit selec-
tively from among the more superior in scholarship, personality, 
TABLE XX 
PLANS OF TEACHER TRAINING INSTITVTIONS IN UTAH CONCERNING 
TEACI-IER RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING 
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Policy Number 
Approving 
1. Will actively seek to enroll as many 
students as possible in the school of 2* 
education. 
2. Will encourage any student who seeks our 
advice to enroll in the school of educa- 1* 
tion. 
3. Will enroll only those who have, on their 
own choice, elected to enter the school 1* 
of education. 
4. Will operate on a selective system of ad-
mission to the teacher training curricula 
and will admit all those who meet the 5* 
criteria set up, regardless of whether 
this increases or decreases the numbers 
over previous years. 
5. lvill seek to reduc e the number of persons 
enrolling in the school. 0* 
6. We are in favor of beginning now to set up 
a "quota system" for the determination of 
the number of teachers each of the higher 2* 
institutions 1n the state is to prepare 
for certification. 
* All schools checked more than one policy. 
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oharacter, and all-round desirability as prospective teach-
ers." 
Policy 6 was checked by Dean Law with the following 
comment. tll'Te serve a much larger area than the state of 
Utah. Limitations on numbers of teachers for other states 
would have to reach us from those other states. tt 
President Robert D. Steele of 1"lestminister College, 
commented that I'the quota system implies a promise of 
employment and equality of those trained which is contrary 
to my feelings about the situation. However, as the need 
for teachers diminishes there should be a curtailment of 
normal or education scholarships on a quota plan. tt 
Dr. E. A. Jacobsen, Dean of Education at Utah state 
Agriculture College, commented that "we are strongly opposed 
to the quota system. However, we are in favor of and will 
operate on a selective system of admission based on an 
effective system of guidance into fields where the need 
appears to be the greatest, and we will oontinually increase 
select ive admission standards. If 
As indicated in table XX, with one exception, the policy 
of selective admission seems to more nearly express the 
policy of the teacher training institutions in Utah. Most 
schools will attempt to improve standards of ad..miss1on to 
the school of education by means of guidance to insure 
high qua11ty teachers. 
Concerning the potential supply of available teachers 
from teacher training institutions it is evident that no 
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accurate figures are available. If the emphasis on guidance 
proves to be effective, it would seem that it might be 
possible to bring supply and demand reasonably close together 
in the various fields. To do thiS, however, will of necessity 
call for close cooperation among the several universities 
and colleges. 
CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND REC02',1MENDATIONS 
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It is evident that the critical shortage of high school 
teachers is past. However, there continues to exist a demand 
for teachers in a few fields such as home economics and 
English. In the majority of subjects there are more teachers 
than will be needed in the 1949-50 school year. Fields show-
ing the largest over-supply of teachers are social science 
and men's physical education. 
The number of certified teachers has increased in 
secondary schools while the number of authorized teachers 
has decreased in the last three years. There never has been 
a time when there have been no authorized teachers because 
some certified teachers will not go into outlying districts 
to teach and other persons must be hired. It is possible 
that authorized teachers may never be entirely eliminated. 
If current educational policies are c'Jntinued the total 
number of seoondary teaohers no",,,, being trained in universi ties 
and colleges in the state of Utah will continue to be more 
than adequate to meet the demand for teachers in most fields. 
There will continue to be an over-supply in some fields and 
an under-supply in others until the schools training teachers 
make the necessary adjustment in their guidance programs. 
It has been seen from the responses received from the 
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educational adm1nistrators of the six institutions training 
secondary teachers that there 1s no one policy common to all. 
However, several schools agreed that they would operate on a 
selective system of admission to the teacher trdining curricula 
and admit all those who met the criteria set up, regardless 
of whether this increased or decreased the numbers over pre-
vious years. Policies ranged from those planning to enroll 
as many students as possible regardless of teacher supply 
and demand to those who would like to set up a quota system 
for the determination of the number of teachers each institu-
tion would plan to train. From these indications there 
seems to be little hope of equalizing the supply and demand 
of teachers in the various subjects or in the elementary 
grades. Nevertheless, through proper information it is not 
hopeless. 
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REcor:1MENDAT IONS 
i. In making this study a substantial number of errors 
were noted in the state teacher directories. Teachers who 
were not listed in the directory as teaching in the district 
were in many cases still teaching and had been teaching for 
many consecutive years. Since this 1s the official directory 
of teachers in the state much more care should be taken by 
the superint'endent s "'Then they prepare th e roster of teachers 
employed in their district. 
2. Further studies of this nature should be made each 
year by the State Department of Public Instruction. It is 
evident that a soundly conceived teacher education and guid-
anoe program depends upon the assembling of information con-
cerning fldemand t' for teachers. 
3. The "over-supplytl of secondary teachers in some 
fields and the Hunder-supplytf of elementary teachers suggests 
that more effective guidance programs should. be set up in 
the colleges. It is, therefore, recommended that such pro-
grams be analyzed carefully in each of the teacher training 
institutions in Utah. After they are developed they will of 
necessi ty depend on studies of this nature to guide their 
programs. 
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APPENDIX 
INDIVIDUAL TEACHER INDEX SHEET 
I. Name 
A. 
Home Address 
B. ----- ... -_ ..... __ .... --_ ... _- .. ---_ .......... -
School Address 
II Male ( ) Female ( ) (. ......................................... ) 
Date of Birth 
Ill. TEACHrnG FIELD 
A. Secondary 
B. Elementary 
1. Kindergarten ....................................... . 
IV. IF SECONDARY CHECK TYPE OF 
CERTIFICATE HELD 
A. Home Economics ........................................ ( 
B. Industrial Arts ............................................... ( 
C. Agriculture ........... __ ....................................... ( 
D. General ...... __ ............ __ ...................................... ( 
I. A.rt .......................................................... .. 
2. Commerce ............................................. . 
3. English ................................................... . 
4. Foreign Language ................................ ( 
5. Mathematics .......................................... ( 
6. Music .......................... _ .............. _ .......... ( 
7. Physical Education .............................. ( 
8. General Science .................................... ( 
9. Biology.................................................... ( 
10. Chemistr:y ................................................ { 
11. Physics ....................................... __ ........... ( 
12. SociaJ Science ....................................... ( 
13. Speech .......................... __ ........................ ( 
14. Other. . ....... __ ....................................... ( 
. PROfESSION,Cl,L QUALIF1CATIONS 
B C'",r'ihed 
..................................... ( 
.................................... ( 
VI. A. 1946 
Districl- -First Year Recorded 
B .............................................................. __ ............ 1947 
Districl--Transfered to 
c. 1948 
District Translered to 
vn. BEASON FOR LEA VlNG POSmON 
A. Transfered to Another District .................... ( 
B. No Contract OUered ............. __ ..................... ( 
C. Married and Quit ........................... _. __ .... ( 
D. Illness .... ' .......................... _ .... __ .... ___ ............... ( 
E. Retired ........................ __ .... __ ............................ ( 
F. Entered Other Occupation ........................ ( 
G. Deceased .. _ ... __ ...... _ ........ _ ....................... ( 
H. Leave of Absence ...................................... ( 
I. Other Reason ......................... _ ................... ( 
1 ........ _ .......... __ .... _ ......... _ ....... _ ....................... . 
vm. SOOBCE OF TEACHER 
A. Other District ...................... ~ ..................... .. 
B. Out of State .................................................... ,( 
C. Teacher Re-employed ...... __ ........................ ( 
D. Letter 01 Authorization' ................................ " 
E. Direct Irom College ..................................... ( 
IX. aCHOOL FR'OM WlUCH TEACHER CAME 
A. U. of U ......................................................... .. 
B. U. S. A. C .............................................. __ ....... ( 
C. B. Y. U ................................................. __ .......... ( 
D. Other .............................................................. ( 
X.COUEGEP~ARAnON 
A. Numom 01 Quartel Hours 01 College 
Credit Completed 
March 29, 1949 
To 01 ty and County Superintenden ts: 
You have undoubtedly received letters from 
Dr. John C. Carlisle of Utah State Agricultural 
College and N. Blaine ~,1inters of the State 
Department of Education regarding the study of 
Teacher Supply and Demand in the state of Utah 
. that we are malting. 
Enclosed are index sheets on all teachers 
Vlho have left or entered your district during 
the school years 1946 to 1949. ~·vll1 you please 
check the sheets in the following manner: 
For teachers leaving the district, check 
item seven giv ing the rea.son the tea.cher 
left. 
For teachers entering the district check 
items eigh t, nine and ten B. 
. In order to complete the study this year it 
is important we receive these forms within the 
next ten days if possible. Your cooperation 
will be greatly appreciated. It is necessary 
that ,-re have 100% return from the superintendents. 
Without your help this ~tudy would be impossible. 
G~IIJS/l 
Enclosures 
Very truly yours, 
G. \"7. Sperry 
A. D. Jackson 
March 23, 1949 
To C1ty and County Superintendents: 
No doubt you are keeping in touch \-lith the ne tional 
surveys of teacher supply and demand wYl1ch ar.e. centralized 
in the office of Dr. Hay G. Maul ,who 1 s ta.k lng the lead in 
carrying on such surveys for the National Education Associa-
tion. In line with this movement, two graduate students at 
the Utah State Agricultural College, Arthur D. Jackson and 
George \\T. Sperry, are making a detailed analysis of the 
teacher supply and darnal1a. s1 tuation in Utah. Up to nOl.", they 
have made a complete analysis of the State Tea,cher Directory 
for the three years, 1946 to 1949, and as a result have an 
individual account of every teacher who has been added to any 
district in the State during this period and every teacher 
who ha 6 withdrawn. ' 
As part of the study it will be necessary that they find 
out as accurately as possible the reasons given for teachers 
leaving their posi tiona, and also the source of each teacher 
replacement. 
The proposal now is that one or the other of these men 
bring or mail to you a statement concerning each teacher who 
has left a position in your district or has been a.dded during 
this three year period, in which case you would supply the 
infonnation called for. The statements \iill contain the names 
of teachers for whom information. is li,!anted. It will be greatly 
appreciated if you could cooperate with this request, because 
it looks as though the study will supply much needed informa-
tion for the State. Of course, such information will be 
worthwhile only if it is completely accurate. As you may 
suspect, the plan for the study has been cleared with Mr. 
~~]inters' 0 ffice at the Stat e Capi tol and he is giving us the 
full cooperation of his depa.rtment. 
If we do not hear from you to the contrary, either Mr. 
Jackson or Mr. Sperry will get in touch ,.,r1 th you during the 
next few weeks. 
Very sincerely yours, 
John C. Carlisle 
Prof. of Education 
Dean John T. i~Tahlqui st 
University of Utah 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Dear Dean 1~rahlqulst: 
April 8, 1949 
As part of the, program for the Masters t degree in 
EducB,tion here at Utah State Agricultural College, Mr. 
George Sperry and I are now engaged in a study of teacher 
supply and demand. in the sta-te of Utah. The study in 
general follo\1s the pa.ttern set up by Dr. R. G. Maul for the 
nation. In order to pr"-edlct the probable supply of teaoh-
ers for Utah schools in the next few years \-te realize that 
we must know the policies and future plans of the teacher 
training institutions of the state. 
Will you kindly check the statements below that most 
nearly express your attitude and plans for the training of 
prospective teachers. 
1. Will actively seek to enroll as many students as 
possible in the school of educe,tion. 
2. Will encourage any student who seeks our advice 
to enroll in the school of education. 
3. Will enroll only those who have, on their own 
chOice, elected to enter the school of education. 
4. Will operate on a selective system of admiss10n 
to the teacher training curricula and will admit 
all those who meet the criteria set up, regardless 
of whether this increases or decreases the numbers 
over previous years. 
5. 1~fill seek to reduce the number of persons enrolling 
in school. 
6. We are in favor of beginning now to set up a 
"quota system!! for the determination of the number 
of teachers each of the higher institutions in the 
state is to prepare for certification. 
7 • oth er. ( COT!1men t ) 
Dean John T. 'Wahlquist - 2 
Thank you for your cooperation. Do we have your per-
mission to ident1fy your response or to quote you in the 
final report. 
cel Reuben D. LaM 
Robert D. Steele 
81 ster Mary Ben1d1ctus 
H. 1.:·I!ayne Dri ggs 
E. A. Jaco baen 
Sincerely yours, 
Arthur D. Jackson 
